
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Dear ABC  ji:  
It would be a pleasure for us to 

be able to help you with your query. 
 

Thanks for ordering Jupiter transit report. We take 

pride in giving the most authentic Vedic astrology 
reports with best possible price along with almost 
zero cost effective remedies. 

Your Birth details: 

30 April 1998 



12:40 PM 

Delhi 

 

 

email id  

abc@gmail.com 

Month of birth 

4 

dob 

30 

year of birth 

1981 

time of birth 

1.3 

first name 

abc 

middle name 

 

last name 

Sood 

minutes of birth 

30 

hour of birth 

1 

place of birth 

madras 

country 

India 

 

 

Your Lagna & Navamsha Horoscope Details: 

 

 



 

 

 



Special BONUS your Basic Destiny and 

personality patterns 
 

How this transit is good for me or bad job is concerned.  

Is my love  life will be good.  Will I stay long in this job I 
get recently or I will join back in further month in my 

native location.  Would my health  be OK 

 
 
 

o Effects of Jupiter transit based on 

Ascendant( Includes the energy 

exchange of Jupiter with other planets in 

your natal chart) 

 

o Specific Effects for Jupiter Transit in 

your 1st house Libra or Tula rashi  
Over all effects for Jupiter transit in your 6th 
house from Lagna: 
 Jupiter rules your 7th bhava of relationships and 

job and also the 10th bhava of career and actions. 
It gets into your 6th bhava. 

 So over all the Jupiter strengthens – so fair for job 
and relationships though conflicts are possible. 
Just a  word of caution. The coming year would 
mean more work and yes proving. 

 As aspect on the 10th house so just take care of 
people who oppose you. But yes by proper 
planning and taking initiative you would be a 
winner for sure. So plan and execute. have a diary 
and have a plan. Super success report handles all 
this much better for over all life success. 

 Wealth and status could be just OK as aspect of 
Jupiter is on the 2nd bhava. 



 Good time for business meetings. 
 BONUS: 
 Yes marriages are a high chance  when Jupiter 

gets into Sagittarius by oct-nov time frame 2019 
and in 2020. Just a special BONUS inputs for you. 
So try your level best stars would favour( though 
rahu could create some issues as it would be in 
lagna) but still, you are better poised  much more 
in getting a good life partner by 2019 ending and 
2020. 

 Classical  Vedic astrology view: 

 This transit into sixth house is not a good one for 

you . As a result there could be conflict with the 

subordinates(especially  male). You may have to 

face Stomach troubles could be there. One may feel 

need for more money. You  could have  conflict with 

state  or the government as well. 

 By prayers  to lord Shiva or feeding birds with 

banana matters could come to your favour.  
Effects based on your Moon sign (Virgo) of 

Jupiter Transit in scorpio  or Vrishchika  
rashi (the effects from Ascendant give 
above are more important) 
 As Jupiter connects to the scorpio sign in the third 

bhava . so you could professionally connect to  more 

people. 

 It is your 4 and 7th bhava lord from moon. 

 Action and image could improve by proper effort at 

your end. 

 A lot  of initiative and proving is needed at your end. 

But you will get rewards of all your efforts by ending 

2019. 



- Classical  Vedic astrology view: 

- As the third  house rules initiative and corresponds 

to mercury(Gemini is the 3rd sign and 3rd house have 

similar characteristics). 

- Jupiter is not comfortable here and therefore  the 

comfort in job could be less for you this time. Your  

may get less help for  people around or friends. 

- So Yoga is advisable. 

How does Jupiter transit impact Your Natal planets 

in your birth chart: 

It aspects your sun/ Venus  and mars  rahu  

Transit Jupiter with respect to  natal Rahu: 

applicable. So over all take care of what you speak and 

avoid enmity in work place and otherwise. Yes some 

basic gains in money matters are indicated for you. Yes 

hard work and planning is the key. 

Transit Jupiter aspect to  natal sun: 

Health and image needs care. yes opposition and 

obstacles would be there- but a disciplined delivery of 



work could give you fair recognition at work. Much better 

at ending of the year October onwards. 

Transit Jupiter aspect to natal Venus : 

 Venus is exalted but combust. So affairs at office could 

happen. But with basic care is needed as 12th bhava and 

5th bhava involved. 

Think positive and avoid any opposite or rebellious 

thinking. 

Transit Jupiter aspect to  natal Mars: 

Mars rules gains and Jupiter in sixth bhava aspects it so 

gains by facing and solving challenges by ACTION is 

there. 

You may develop friendship this time, but more focus on 

work would be there.  

 Coming 12 months for you( for your 
benefit- I have elaborated the sub sub 

periods of the dasha which you would find 
more helpful and comprehensive-as a 
special BONUS from us: 

 

Rahu Mars main sub periods 
BONUS: Marriage and job etc would be a higher chance 

in next transit of Jupiter after oct-nov 2019. 



 

Rahu -Mars sub sub periods 

- RAH till  2/12/18 

- JUP 22/ 1/19 

- SAT 22/ 3/19 

- MER 16/ 5/19 

- KET 8/ 6/19 

- VEN 11/ 8/19 

- SUN 30/ 8/19 

- MON 1/10/19 

 
- RAH till  2/12/18 

- Speak with care and yes unexpected  scenarios at 

work front could be there 

- JUP 22/ 1/19 

Good time to strengthen your partnership and  job. 

Avoid fights and tiffs this time. Emotions need basic 

control 

- SAT 22/ 3/19 

Planned hard work could improve your image for 

sure. 

March would be better.changes and fun. 

- MER 16/ 5/19 

Focus of people on you could improve. You may 

chant more of mantras or japam. Over all gains in 

image and otherwise. May be able to be hard though 

with unexpected and excess work. 

- KET 8/ 6/19 

You will be more  tuned with self this time. 

- VEN 11/ 8/19 

Time for love and travel. But with care. June ending 

and July is better. 

- SUN 30/ 8/19 



Good for your image and action. 

MON 1/10/19 

Unexpected travel and change of place could be 

there. Focus on home .October a bit hard 

emotionally just stay cool. Enjoy the socials 
 

More BONUS for you. 
 

 Your fortunate days are Sundays, 

Wednesday  and dates like 
1/10/19/28/7/25/20 and also 5/23. Attempt 

to make best utilization of these dates for 
meetings and so forth. 

 Most adored Color – green 



 
 This planet is the ideal explanation of 

hostility and exceptional warmth. 
 Moment of retribution – Wednesday  day 

displayed to the Lord Krishna or Vishnu   and 
named after him. 

 Gemstone for mercury– emerald  

 Most adored Deity – Lord Krishna   

 Blessed Metal – silver 

 Most adored Direction – East 

. 

Remedies(BONUS): 
 

OM namhoha shivaye for Saturn and rahu/Jupiter 
both 108 X as many time possible. 



 Serving ones parents

 Give part of your breakfast to birds

 Donate for  old and needy – especially lepers
 Giving away brown colored sweets to birds

 

Also 
 Chant durga chalisa
 Durga sapta-shati
 Shiva chalisa



 

 


 

We wish you all the best in 

Life, Arjun Pundit for 

astrozing.com  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For any Clarification Regarding This Report– 

Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail 
Id Given Below: 

 

astrozing.com@gmail.com 


